problems and changes in doctrine, the outlines and topics remain undisturbed. While "supplemental" materials are sometimes added, little is subtracted from the basic story. What is reiterated is the story "already read," 6 a generally upbeat tale that depends on not mentioning many aspects of the United States' legal system-the centrality of slavery, the conquest of Indian tribes and the current a-constitutional relationship between the United States government and the tribes, the oppression of racial and ethnic groups and of women, 7 and the effects of poverty on regimes of property-based rights, inter alia. 8 A second factor is the conservative (in the sense of preserving) power of the law and economics movement, which is heavily financed by conservative (in the political sense) foundations and which dominates many scholarly fields, with tort law being a prime example. 9 Funding from the Olin Foundation, the Scaife charities, and other institutions has supported fellowships for young scholars to write in law and economics and for sitting judges to attend seminars on law and economics. 10 Much of the scholarship and commentary produced thus far not only seeks to justify the status quo' 1 but is also hostile to various forms of critical scholarship. Law and economics adherents sometimes characterize such work as lacking the intellectual strength found in the economic approach.' 2 Thus, during the very same decade in which critical commentary has emerged in force, the law and eco- AND THEORY 144, 154-55 (Elaine Showalter ed., 1985) .
See Annette Kolodny, Dancing Through the Minefield Some Observations on the Theory, Practice, and Politics of a Feminist Literary Criticism, in THE NEW FEMINIST CRITICISM: ESSAYS ON WOMEN, LITERATURE,
7. For discussions of some of the implications of including the sovereignty of Indian tribes and the status of women in courses on the federal courts, see Judith Resnik, Dependent Sovereigns: Indian Tribes, States, and the Federal Courts, 56 U. Cm. L. REv. 671 (1989) ; Judith Resnik, " Naturally" Without Gender: Women, Jurisdiction, and the Federal Courts, 66 N.Y.U. L. REv. 1682 (1991) .
8. That the Depression is not usually mentioned as a bump along the constitutional path illustrates the absence of consciousness of class in the story and explains in part why poverty has not been understood as the basis for a federal constitutional claim. See, eg. San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973) (rejecting an equal protection challenge to the funding of public schools through local property taxes).
See, eg., I AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE, REPORTERS' STUDY: ENTERPRISE RESPONSIBIL-

It
FOR PERSONAL INJURY: THE INsTrrunONAL FRAMEWORK at v-vi (1991) (listing the scholars serving as reporters, contributors, and advisers for this work).
10. Henry G. Manne, Dean of George Mason University School of Law, for example, coordinates seminars sponsored by that school's Law and Economics Center, and ran such study sessions for many years before moving to George Mason. 11. The methods by which power is accrued include the choice of words and the deployment of models. For example, naming an approach "rational choice" theory implies the "irrationality" of other approaches. Similarly, the notion of "statistical discrimination"--that said to be produced by a "rational" discriminator rather than one animated by impermissible motives--ensures that the discussion of discrimination focuses on the experiences and perspectives of the discriminator, rather than those of the victim.
12. As Robert Ellickson, self-identified as a law and economics scholar, puts it: "To exaggerate only a little, the law-and-economics scholars believe that the law-and-society group is deficient in both sophistication and rigor...." ROBERT C. ELLICKSON, ORDER WITHOUT LAW: HOW NEIGH-BORS SET-rLE DISPUTES 7 (1991) . Indeed, illustrative of that view, Ellickson describes his work as "Bringing Theory to Law-and-Society Scholarship." Id. at 6. Elickson also views law and society proponents as skeptical of law and economics scholars' understanding of "reality" and concern about "humanity." Id. at 7. nomics movement has been rich with its own economic resources, and the dominant "voice" (to borrow a phrase not often heard within that scholarly community) of that scholarship has lent support to the cheerful tale of the United States polity. 13 Third, and simply put, it is hard for professors to stand up before students and tell them of the failures of the discipline, law, to which we who teach have devoted ourselves and to which so many of us and them have come with such high hopes. (Were one coming from or speaking to many other segments of the public, that message would not be as difficult to convey, nor would it be news.) It is hard not only because some students do not want to hear it, but also because I-a white, female law teacher-am ambivalent about how damning I want to be.
The resiliency of legal culture to critical attack-and the fact that it is hard even to hear the criticism-is evident not only in the classrooms of law schools. One also finds such resiliency in courthouses around the nation. A movement within the courts parallels the critical commentaries of law that have emerged in the legal community over the past decade. Much of this work has taken the form of "gender bias task forces" and "race and ethnic bias task forces." Since the 1980s, some thirty jurisdictions have authorized projects to explore how courts, as decisionmakers, employers, and institutions, are affected by bias based on gender, race, and ethnicity. 14 The Ninth Circuit Gender Bias Task Force, for example, is the first within the federal system to ask the question of what effects gender has on its courts and has broadened the scope of the inquiry in several respects. 15 This task force work comes after a decade of similar projects in the state courts and is deeply indebted to them. 16 The Ninth Circuit's conclusions fit comfortably with those of the now more than thirty published reports on either gender bias or race and ethnic bias in the courts. 17 The uniformity is impres-13. Few of the scholars critical of current regimes find sustained support from conservative foundations. Critiques are funded by other means. See, e.g., Ian Ayres, Fair Driving: Gender and Race Discrimination in Retail Car Negotiations, 104 HARV. L. REv. 817 (1991) The Court's discussion of "each jury" as "unique," making assessments "according to the characteristics of the individual defendant and the facts of the particular capital offense," '22 both relied on and reaffirmed the cheerful constitutional tale. While "the history of racial discrimination in this country is undeniable" 23 (there have, after all, been bumps along the road), claims of prejudice relying on "historical evidence"-stemming from Georgia's laws at the time of the Civil War-could not serve as evidence relevant to today's injuries, which occur in a world presumed not to be burdened by that history.
As the majority explained, taking on the general issue of racism in death penalties would implicate the general issue of racism in all kinds of sentencing penalties. 24 In this conclusion lurks a "so what?"-why not explore the general issue of racism in all kinds of sentencing penalties? What is instructive about the opinion is its unself-conscious explanation of why such a fundamental challenge was beyond comprehension. 25 In the words of the Court:
[I]f we accepted McCleskey's claim that racial bias has impermissibly tainted the capital sentencing decision, we could soon be faced with similar claims as to other types of penalty. Moreover, the claim that his sentence rests on the irrelevant factor of race easily could be extended to apply to claims based on unexplained discrepancies that correlate to membership in other minority groups, and even to gender.
26
Task forces on gender, racial, and ethnic bias do exactly what the Supreme Court refused to do: They ask the forbidden questions. Unlike the Supreme Court majority in McCleskey, they seem not to fear "too much justice" but too little. 27 These task force projects are not only radical in their inquiry, but also in their frequent and consistent answer: that despite their emblems of "equal justice under law," courts are a venue of discrimination-against women in general, against people of color in general, against women of color in distinct ways, against not only litigants but also against [i] n its broadest form .... extends to every actor in the Georgia capital sentencing process, from the prosecutor who sought the death penalty and the jury that imposed the sentence, to the State itself that enacted the capital punishment statute and allows it to remain in effect despite its allegedly discriminatory application. court employees, and against the lawyers who come to the courts on behalf of litigants.
Id
Task forces have published their results, providing graphs, tables, charts, and testimonial evidence. These materials now form a tall mound, containmng serious indictments of many aspects of the legal process across a range of issues. From states as disparate as California, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, and Minnesota, one learns that women seeking redress for "domestic" violence are often either blamed, accused pf provoking their attacks, treated as if the experiences were trivial, or disbelieved. 28 When the focus is on race and ethnicity, the reports are similarly distressing; findings include that people of color are less likely to be released on bail than are whites for similar offenses 29 and "are more likely to be held in custody following conviction and prior to sentencing." ' 30 Moreover, there is evidence of sentencing disparity "that can be attributed only to race in the rate of convictions and the types of sentences. ' 31 A significant portion of most of the reports detail problems of bias as experienced by lawyers, court staff, and sometimes by judges themselves. The higher echelons of most judiciaries remain filled with white men. 32 Courtroom interactions--on and off the record-are often affected by race, ethnicity, and gender bias, and employment opportunities for lawyers and staff are limited by these forms of bias. An overview of the understanding of the justice system that emerges can be found in the general conclusions of such task forces. Although coming from different jurisdictions, the comments are similar: 33 "Women uniquely, disproportionately, and with unacceptable frequency must endure a climate of condescension, indifference, and hostility"; 3 4 "[W]omen are treated differently from men in the justice system and, because of it, many suffer from unfairness, embarrassment, emotional pain, professional deprivation and economic hardship"; 35 "[Ihe perception [is] that minorities are stripped of their human dignity, their individuality and their identity in their encounters with the court system"; 36 " [T] here is evidence that bias does occur with dis-33. A review of the 33 reports listed in Appendix A finds a few that do note areas in which there has been progress on gender or race/ethnic issues. See, eg., GEORGIA GENDER BIAS REPORT, supra note 28, at xi (finding "no widespread and overt gender bias," yet "there is evidence that gender bias does exist within Georgia's judicial system"); KENTUCKY GENDER FAIRNESS REPORT, supra note 28, at 6 (reporting that "experiences in the courts are not as bad as they once were"); . The report on racial and ethnic bias noted that these courts are a "unique environment. The majority population of the District of Columbia is African-American, as is the work force in the courts and almost 40% of the Superior Court judiciary." DC RACIAL/ETHNIC BIAS REPORT, supra, at 9. For example, the Task Force concluded that "the evidence presently available did not support a finding of discrimination against racial or ethnic minorities" in the disciplinary system. Id. at 42. Nonetheless concerned about "subtle, not overt" problems, the Task Force called for efforts to enhance inclusiveness. Id. at 19; see also id at 26 (discussing the failure to "keep up with the growth of the Hispanic community" and the resulting problems of language services and employment).
The task force on gender bias found that the local courts of Washington D.C. were a more hospitable environment than the federal courts in the District because of the presence of many women on the bench and the number of women practitioners. DC GENDER BIAS REPORT, supra, at 93. The task force did find that bias exists, but noted that the evidence did not support a finding of "pervasive" bias. Id. at 98.
REPORT OF THE NEW YORK TASK FORCE ON WOMEN IN THE COURTS 5 (1986) [hereinafter NEW YORK GENDER BIAS REPORT].
REPORT OF THE CONNECTICUT TASK FORCE ON GENDER, JUSTICE AND THE COURTS 12
(1991) [hereinafter CONNECTICUT GENDER REPORT]; see also REPORT OF THE FLORIDA SUPREME COURT GENDER BIAS STUDY COMMISSION 42 (1990) (finding that "gender bias permeates Florida's legal system today"); THE 1990 REPORT OF THE ILLINOIS TASK FORCE ON GENDER BIAS IN THE COURTS 5 (1990) (finding that women are "at a disadvantage during [divorce] settlement negotiations"); see also id. at 15 (rape victims are discouraged from prosecuting by "the treatment they receive from the justice system"); see also id. at 28 (while there are not plentiful examples of "overt discrimination.., more subtle forms of bias persist"); MARYLAND GENDER BIAS REPORT, supra note 28, at iv ("[W]omen's negative experiences cover the range from the aggravating to the lifethreatening .. "); WASHINGTON STATE TASK FORCE ON GENDER AND JUSTICE IN THE COURTS xvi (1989) ("[G] ender discrimination exists and can negatively impact judicial decision making and affect the outcome of litigation.").
36. NEW YORK REPORT ON MINORITIES, Vol. II, supra note 29, at 1; see also WASHINGTON MINORITY AND JUSTICE REPORT, supra note 30, at xxi ("Minorities... do not trust the court system to resolve their disputes or administer justice even-handedly"); NEW JERSEY TASK FORCE ON MINORITY CONCERNS, FINAL REPORT, 1 N.J. LAWYER 1225, 1230 (Aug. 10, 1992) [hereinafter NEW JERSEY MINORITY REPORT] ("Minority litigants, minority witnesses, and minority attorneys are subjected to racial and ethnic slights from all levels of court and security personnel-from the bailiff to the bench."); FLORIDA RACIAL/ETHNIC BIAS STUDY, Vol. II, supra note 29, at viii turbing frequency at every level of the legal profession and court system."1 37
In short, the fears of the majority in McCleskey were well-founded: "Unexplained" disparities in treatment correlate with membership in minority groups and "even [with] ... gender." '38 The existence of these task forces and their findings have particular significance for this symposium about the role of legal educators. The McCleskey Court, apparently seeking solace in the limits of social science, used professors' caveats about the import of their findings as the basis for dismissal of the relevance of that work to the justice system. 39 Whatever knowledge law professors and social scientists might have had about the functioning of the judicial system was disregarded; we were collectively remanded to our classrooms and law reviews.
Task forces do the opposite. They rely on data developed by professors and are willing to accept the difficulties of parsing the many variables that might affect an outcome. Task forces relax the barriers between the worlds of practice and the academy; they invite us (members of the academy) in. Task forces use the very materials-history, social experiences, and quantitative data-rejected by the McCleskey Court to yield the broad conclusions quoted above. Moreover, these conclusions are officially authored by chief justices and leading jurists and lawyers (and not "only" by academic lawyers and social scientists, and not "only" by members of the group against whom the discrimination runs) and are published in reports literally stamped with a court's seal.
Once issued, these reports have not been met with widespread denial of the existence of the problems documented. Rather, in some jurisdictions, the reports have done a good deal more than simply sit. Proposals for change have been considered, legislation has been passed, and some "progress"-measured in terms of appointments to the bench, integration of court-appointed committees, programs to educate judges and lawyers about their discriminatory patterns, rule changes, and the like-has occurred. Bias is now a topic of judicial conferences, of lawyer meetings, and of private discussions. 4° Sexual harassment policies have been developed, 4 1 canons of ("[Ejvidence in Florida suggests that the rights of non-English speaking defendants are systematically being compromised due to the lack of trained, qualified court interpreters.").
FINAL REPORT OF THE MICHIGAN SUPREME COURT TASK FORCE ON RACIAL/ETHNIC
ISSUES IN THE COURTS 2 (1989) [hereinafter MICHIGAN RACIAL/ETHNIC REPORT]
; see also NEW JERSEY MINORITY REPORT, supra note 36, at 1238 ("Ample evidence supports a broad perception of insensitivity and indifference exhibited sometimes by judges, court employees, members of the bar ... and other persons who work in courthouses.. .
38.
McCleskey, 481 U.S. at 316-17. 39. See, eg, id. at 293 n.l 1 (quoting "McCleskey's expert" as testifying that models provide information about the "average" and "do not depict the experiences of a single individual"); id. at 308 ("Even Professor Baldus does not contend that his statistics prove that race enters into any capital sentencing decisions or that race was a factor in McCleskey's particular case.") (footnote omitted).
40. For example, see the resolution enacted unanimously by the officers of the Essex County Bar Association of New Jersey, calling for (inter alia) a "permanent task force" on issues of racial/ ethnic discrimination in the courts; a revised bail system "free of bias [that] ... gives minimum weight to economic criteria because such factors generally impact unfairly upon racial minorities"; HeinOnline --45 Stan. L. Rev. 1533 Rev. 1992 Rev. -1993 ethics rewritten, 42 legislation enacted, 4 3 and training programs on the problems of victims of violence created. 44 As the five year summary of efforts in New York on women's issues put it: "Now, inescapably, gender bias and the concerns of women are on the agenda." ' 45 Some celebration is in order, for a measure of success can fairly be claimed. 46 What has not happened is the howl of pain that such findings might have prompted, nor the profound transformation that appears to be demanded. Just as in the classrooms in which the cheerful constitutional story remains largely unchanged, so in the courthouses and judicial systems: no one appears to be shaking in his boots (an apt metaphor given the demographics of the legal profession). Phrases like "there is evidence that bias does occur with disturbing frequency at every level of the legal profession and court system" 4 7 are uttered, repeated, printed, pronounced, but without much in terrorem effect. Rather, the reports and their conclusions are absorbed, calmed, and translated into another form of polite conversation about the administration of justice, albeit a conversation that affects that administration somewhat.
Like the critical commentaries about legal education, which if fully embraced would require rewriting the basic texts, task force conclusions would also require dramatic upheavals-such as halting the imposition of the death penalty, altering the criteria for sentencing because of findings of differential 42. See, e.g., Mich. Bar Approves Antibias Rules for Codes of Conduct, BAR LEADER, Nov.-Dec. 1990, at 4-5 (state bar approves new rules that provide that lawyers and judges not "engage in invidious discrimination on the basis of gender, race, religion, disability, age, sexual orientation, or ethnic origin, and shall prohibit staff and agents subject to the lawyer's direction and control from doing so."); AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Canon 2(C) (1990) ("A judge shall not hold membership in any organization that practices invidious discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion or national origin.").
43. See, e.g., FLA. STAT. ANN. § 43.29 (West Supp. 1993) (requiring that each judicial nominations commission shall be composed of three members, "at least one of whom must be a member of a racial or ethnic minority group or a woman"); N.Y. CRIM. PROC., § 170.55(4) (MeKinney Supp. 1993) (permitting adjournments in contemplation of dismissal conditioned on a defendant attending educational programs on family violence). The prediction has proved accurate: Although task forces find pervasive discriminatory behavior (predicated on race, ethnicity, and "even gender") that affects the judicial process in a myriad of illicit ways, "apocalyptic consequences" have not followed. 49 The powerful structures of the law (and of culture in the United States in general) can even authorize inquiry, ask forbidden questions, obtain information, and still remain impenetrable to profound change. The fundamental accusation-oppression intrinsic in the delivery of justice-remains beyond comprehension.
50
Thus, a first conclusion is that a decade of academic and court-based documentation of deep-seated and endemic unfairness has not undermined the resiliency of legal culture as expressed by those who lead the bench, bar, and academy, who are by definition those of us with privilege. In classrooms, in courtrooms, and in the intersections such as task forces, in which lawyers, judges, and academics join together, the responses have been consistent. Even as we tell of the horrors of the many forms of discrimination, we somehow continue to tell of the joys of legalism and of the hope that we can "fix" it-that the conditions we find are but temporary aberrations rather than aspects deeply anchored in and intrinsic to our history. 51 REv. 1073 REv. (1992 (examining judicial responses to defenses to job segregation with the claim that either "women" or "minorities" "prefer" certain kinds of work; finding that this "lack of interest" defense, identified in sex discrimination cases, is now being accepted as a justification for racial segregation; and concluding that these decisions evidence court-based gender and race bias.) 50. Recall the majority's words: "McCleskey challenges decisions at the heart of the State's criminal justice system." McCleskey, 481 U.S. at 297.
51. Both the absence of horror and the aspirations about the capacity to fix some of the problems documented by task forces rely in part on the fact that many task forces focus on courtroom interaction and the legal profession. Finding the absence of people of color and white women in the higher echelons of court systems comes neither as a great surprise (the idea of an exclusionary workplace is familiar) nor as a source of outrage (debates on affirmative action have muffled such responses). Further, given the miseries of so many aspects of human life, while exclusion from the judiciary and the legal professional elite is undesirable, it is not awful. Similarly, the completeness of the exclusions (such that, as of 1991, 60 of the 94 federal trial courts had no life-tenured judges who were women, and of 64 sitting bankruptcy judges in 1992 within the Ninth Circuit, none were persons of color) avoids aspects of the affirmative action debate. Whatever one's views about quotas, many are willing to see zero as an unacceptably low number and are willing to look for (if not find) "qualified candidates."
The focus on the demographics of the courts and the working environment is not only more palatable, it is in turn fueled by the resource constraints that haunt task forces. As is familiar both to social scientists and lawyers, counting individuals is far easier than identifying and specifying the reports have not borrowed Robert Cover's title, "Justice Accused,"1 5 2 but instead label their work as "gender equity" and "fairness in the courts." '53 A second conclusion stems from my noncasual use of the word "we" in the paragraph above, a word that is often used deliberately by law professors and by judges in classrooms and on task forces. The "we" is not only proof of the ubiquity of the cheerful story; it is also proof of contemporary affirmation of the aspirations of that story. Both the legal academy and the task forces are constantly in the process of reaffirming-pledging allegiance-to this constitutional faith. But not all who invoke the "we" (either in the academy or in the courts) share world views; further, within some of the current critical academic commentary, the reliance on a "we" is a central topic of concern. By examining some of the different political views (associated in contemporary legal education with differing schools of scholarship) that can underlie the invocation of a "we," I hope to illuminate the interaction between academic theory and contemporary legal reform efforts and to join others in developing alternative understandings of this legal regime.
A first and powerful set of arguments that rely on and substantiate the use of the word "we" comes from a school of thought known as civic republicanism. Indeed, court-based task forces on discrimination can be understood as civic republicanism (in the Frank Michelman and Cass Sunstein sense, 54 without the Kathleen Sullivan criticism 55 ) played out in practice. "We," with some power of governance, join together in dialogue to recommit to the values of equality and justice by sharing in the common enterprise of reconsidering the means by which justice is delivered and by declaring a readiness to change, when necessary.
interaction among the many variables that result in courtroom decisions. As the New York Five Year Report put it: "Many of the most damaging problems the Task Force found simply defy objective measurement. Among these are the attitudes of judges, the atmosphere in courtrooms, and perceptions of credibility." NEW YORK FIVE YEAR REPORT, supra note 44, at 43. (1975) .
ROBERT M. COVER, JUSTICE ACCUSED: ANTISLAVERY AND THE JUDICIAL PROCESS
53. Such a choice is not surprising, given the "insider" quality of the authors of the task forces. Such involvement-first to gain the imprimatur of the court and then to use that authority to effectuate change-diminishes the possibility of aggressive accusations, for "we" must accuse ourselves. See Joan Entmacher, Dissonant Discourses: Legal Ideology and Feminist Theory in the Work of Task Forces on Gender Bias in the Courts (1990) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Stanford Law Review) (effects of obtaining legitimation include dampening of critical commentary).
54. See Frank Michelman, Law's Republic, 97 YALE L.J. 1493, 1502-03, 1526 (1988) (calling for a revival of earlier United States' political thought about participation, dialogue, and plurality so as to inform contemporary constitutional analysis and to enable it to become (borrowing Robert Cover's phrase) "jurisgenerative" and to flourish in the "modern context of equality of respect, liberation from ascriptive social roles, and indissoluble plurality of perspectives"); Cass R. Sunstein, Beyond the Republican Revival, 97 YALE L.J. 1539, 1541 (1988) (detailing republicanism's commitment to "civic virtue," "equality of political actors," "universalism," and "citizenship" (i.e., participatory rights) and showing how those values, as reformulated, affect constitutional understandings of the regulation of electoral politics, the allocation of power between state and federal government, and the treatment of discriminated-against minorities).
55. Kathleen M. Sullivan, Rainbow Republicanism, 97 YALE L.J. 1713, 1718, 1722 (1988) (arguing that the Michelman/Sunstein views of the ability to incorporate involuntary groups in the new models of republicanism are inconsistent with their assumptions about the capacity to arrive, by dialogue, at agreement and at shared understandings of "a single common good.").
Further, as is illustrated in Frank Michelman's essay, this "we" wants to believe that "we" are inclusive and egalitarian; "we" have a hard time acknowledging how deeply flawed and resistant to change the political structure is. Michelman defines "American constitutionalism" as based on "two premises regarding political freedom: first, that the American people are politically free insomuch as they are governed by themselves collectively, and, second, that the American people are politically free insomuch as they are governed by laws and not men [sic] ." '5 6 But he adds a qualification to that definition-a "sic"-to signal the reader that the word "men" is an error in the original phrase, not his. However, as task forces on bias as well as recent televised hearings of senatorial committees remind us, the "sic" is no error, no vestige of bygone days, but an accurate contemporary description. 5 7 In the "sic" is revealed both the commitment to better justice and the reluctance to see gendered justice. In the task forces, as in Michelman's essay and in many law school classes, gender neutral language is substituted-to express the desire to include. Unfortunately, that language can also have the pernicious effect of implying that the task of inclusion has been accomplished. Further yet, it assumes that inclusion, rather than transformation-a change in the basic narrative-is the desired end-point.
A second source for the use of "we" comes not from scholars attempting to explore how, despite and sometimes because of difference, conversation can proceed to produce a common good, but from law and economics scholars who often assume a universally shared set of values that requires no further specificity. Law and economics models play this out, not only through their reductionist assumptions but also by the central term of the discourse-"rationality." It is not always clear whether such universalizing stems from commitment to political theory or from ignorance. Some of those who claim the "we" do not appear to know that they lack the authority to use it, nor seem to have considered that they should be circumspect before assuming the ubiquity of their own experiences.
8
But of course, law and economics scholars are by no means outliers in claiming generalizability; such is the stuff of most forms of theory. The problem is central to contemporary feminist theory, which in turn has special relevance to the work of gender bias task forces. Within feminist theory, deployment of the word "we" often raises the charge of "essentialism." The concern is about the use of "woman" as a universal category. The critique addresses two sets of claims. First, the category "woman" has been used by men to essentialize women's nature and then to oppress. Second, the cate-56. Michelman, supra note 54, at 1499-1500 (footnotes omitted). 57. Given a president and vice president who are male, a Congress that is overwhelmingly male, and that 72 women hold statewide elected executive positions, governance by "men" seems a more than fair description. gory "woman" has been used: by white women, claiming to speak for women of other colors; and/or by straight women, claiming to speak for women who are lesbian or bisexual; and/or by middle class women, claiming to speak for lower class women; and/or by younger women, claiming to speak for aging women. The criticism is that first men, and then women of relative power (in terms of access to the means of publication) within the women's movement, have used their platforms to explain, and therefore negate, erase, or appropriate, the experiences of those unlike themselves.
59
Unlike modes of legal scholarship that express no interest in the problem of essentialism, contemporary feminism-both within and without the legal academy 6 0 -is much absorbed with this problem and how to respond. Within feminism, the "we-sayers" have replied sometimes with a confession of error, sometimes with a retreat to particularity, and sometimes with a rejection, based on the view that "women" remains the relevant category. Yet, here I want to point to a discontinuity between classroom and courtroom critiques. Feminism's concern about the propriety of the use of the word "we" (here standing for all women) is not much in evidence in the published gender bias task force reports, 61 which are themselves the product of feminism. The generic "woman" is often invoked in these reports. Hence the questions: Why is the general category of "woman" such a constant refrain in gender bias task forces? How might that fact inform feminist theory? And how might it inform the understanding of the persistence of constitutional faith and of the possibility of telling other stories of the past and present?
Responding requires a return to the task forces on gender bias and racial and ethnic bias with the "we" question in mind. The first gender bias task force project was launched in 1982, before much of the writing on the problem of essentialism was published in the legal literature. 62 In 1986, the Judicial Education Program of the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund and the Foundation for Women Judges provided a manual to guide the work of the many jurisdictions addressing the issue. That manual counsels against exploring race and gender together, for fear of "overload and confusion" of focus. 63 The manual advises "awareness" of the intersections of other forms of bias with gender and suggests that other task forces be directed to address the other "isms." 64 Unfortunately, the hoped-for awareness of the intersections of gender, ethnicity, race, and sexual orientation has not much been translated into data and commentary in the twenty plus reports now published on gender and the courts. Women of color are, with a few exceptions, not discussed.
65
Sexual orientation is also rarely addressed. 6 6 Task forces on race and ethnic bias have also not devoted sustained attention to women of color. 67 Excepsexism at an appropriate level of detail would be impossible within the constraints imposed on a Task Force."); cf Presentation of Judge Gladys Kessler, Second National Conference on Gender Bias in the Courts 8 (Mar. 18, 1993) (unpublished speech, on file with the Stanford Law Review) (urging task forces on race and gender to be convened at the same time because, while each group should have "separate leadership and membership," interaction between them is important). The Foundation for Women Judges has since been renamed the Women Judges' Fund for Justice. 64. SCHAFRAN & WIKLER, supra note 63, at 6. The six jurisdictions that have thus far published reports on race and gender may well have taken this advice. Three (New Jersey, New York, and Washington) published gender reports first, and then published race/ethnic reports thereafter. Three (the District of Columbia, Florida, and Michigan) have published the results of two concurrently-sitting task forces, one on gender and one on race/ethnicity.
65. Of the 24 reports on gender considered here, only a few discuss, sometimes briefly, the distinctive status of being both a woman and of color. See, eg., CALIFORNIA DRAFT GENDER BIAS REPORT, supra note 28, at § 10 (describing the concomitant effects of gender and racial and ethnic bias); CONNECTICUT GENDER REPORT, supra note 35, at 83 (finding that "black women's average sentence length was 10.5 months longer than white women's"); DC GENDER BIAS REPORT, supra note 33, at 62 (noting lack of African-American women in the upper echelons of the court's workforce); KENTUCKY GENDER FAIRNEsS REPORT, supra note 28, at 8, 22, 35 (reporting that minority women law professors encounter "greater barriers" than white women and men of all colors; African-American women were less likely to receive alimony than white women in divorce litigation and more likely, in criminal litigation, to be charged if apprehended for shoplifting); FINAL
REPORT OF THE MICHIGAN SUPREME COURT TASK FORCE ON GENDER ISSUES IN THE COURTS
10-12, 21 (1989) (analyzing data based on "race and gender" profiles, discussing problem of "category blending," and breaking out responses based on majority and minority males and females); NEW YORK GENDER REPORT, supra note 34, at 195-97 (race affecting credibility); id at 253 (mentioning minority women as court employees); NINTH CIRCUIT GENDER BIAS TASK FORCE, PRE-LIMINARY REPORT 104-12 (discussion draft, July 1992) (the problems of immigrant women) [hereinafter NINTH CIRCUIT TASK FORCE PRELIMINARY REPORT]; id at 128-38 (the obstacles to law enforcement efforts to protect women members of Indian tribes from crimes of violence). The District of Columbia's Task Force on Gender Bias considered issues of child abuse and neglect, and reported that it was the first to do so; such a choice might reflect concern about the intersections of race, ethnicity, and gender. DC GENDER BIAS REPORT, supra note 33, at 165-74.
66.
See, eg., CALIFORNIA DRAFT GENDER BIAS REPORT, supra note 28, § 4 at 33, 62 (proposing that judges be prohibited from discriminating on grounds of sexual orientation, race, gender, or ethnicity); GEORGIA GENDER BIAS REPORT, supra note 28, at 185 (noting press commentary that judges discriminate on the basis of "sexual lifestyle" when making child custody decisions); REPORT OF THE GENDER BIAS STUDY OF THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT: COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHusErrs 65 n.56 (1989) (nearly one fifth of lawyers responding reported judicial discrimination in custody decisions against "lesbian or gay parents").
67. Florida's report on racial and ethnic bias is the only one that devotes a chapter to issues of women of color, the specific focus is on "minority women employees and attorneys." FLORIDA RA-CIAL/ETHNIC BIAS STUDY, Vol. II, supra note 29, at 49-60. Other reports occasionally mention women of color. See, eg, DC RACIAL/ETHNIC BIAS REPORT, supra note 33, at 18 (discussing the differences in hiring patterns of Black and White females); MICHIGAN RACIAL/ETHNIC REPORT, supra note 37, at 40, 42, 62, 64 (reporting data delineating majority males and females from minority males and females); NEW YORK REPORT ON MINORITIES, Vol. I., supra note 29, at 22 (noting that "[r]acial bias against litigants is sometimes compounded by gender bias"); WASHINGTON MINORITY AND JUSTICE REPORT, supra note 30, at 65-66, 68-69, 76 (noting "how the combined effects of race, ethnicity and gender are related to law practices and incomes" and to legal education); id at 110-15 tions exist, as a few of the reports make mention of the intersections of gender, race, and ethnicity. 68 It is not yet clear whether the growing concerns of feminist legal literature about essentialism and the ongoing discussions within women's organizations about this issue will result in changes in the task forces' agendas.
69
Explanations of why women of color have not, until recently, been a focus of task forces mirror those about the development of awareness of diversity among women within the legal academy. Those with the power to speak, speak first from their own experience, but do not always know (or care) that they are assuming the generalizability of that experience. Most of the "first" women in law were white women, 70 many of whom deserve credit for putting "women's issues" on the agenda. The failure to differentiate among women may have stemmed from unself-conscious assumptions of sameness, from theoretical commitment to sameness, and/or from strategically motivated views about how to obtain some gains. 7 1 This sameness thread in feminist theory and practice is related to the constitutional story of inclusion (the impulse to edit the phrase about constitutionalism being a government of laws, not men, to add "women"). The deployment of the "we," however, can be heard as welcoming or oppressing, or both.
Task forces emerge out of political and social settings in which their official sources can rarely be women of color. Not only were white women the first entrants to the legal academy as law students and professors, recent studies continue to document discrimination against women of color 72 and have not yet asked the question in the context of class and sexual orienta-(data on representation of people of color in court employment); NEW JERSEY MINORITY REPORT, supra note 36, at 1231 (female "minority prisoners" affected by "multiple factors,"); id. at 1245 (discussion by president of Black Women Lawyers' Association); id. at 1266 (workforce data by color and gender).
68. E.g., FLORIDA RACIAL/ETHNIC BIAS STUDY, Vol. II, supra note 29; NnrH CIRCUIT TASK FORCE PRELIMINARY REPORT, supra note 65; NEW YORK GENDER BIAS REPORT, supra note 34, at 195-97 (titling one subsection "Race and Economic Status as Affecting Credibility"). At least one ongoing task force on gender and racial bias, that of the federal courts for the District of Columbia, has divided into one group focusing on race and one on gender, and the gender group has a subcommittee devoted to Class, Race, and Gender issues.
69. Another source of attention to the issue of women of color comes from members of the National Consortium of Task Forces and Commissions on Racial and Ethnic Bias in the Courts. They conducted a panel discussion on the topic at the Second National Conference on Gender Bias in the Courts, held in March of 1993 and co-sponsored by the NCSC, the National Association of Women Judges, and the Women's Fund for Justice. 71. As Linda Gordon understands this problem of feminism, this approach may have "held back possibilities for political unities among women: by postulating gender difference so intensely, white feminists had tended to render minority cultures less visible and minority feminists had to respond by emphatically exploding false postulations of sisterhood." Gordon, supra note 60, at 100. (from 1986-1991 , minority women joined law faculties at lower ranks, were assigned lower status teaching positions, and were hired at less prestigious schools than minority men).
tion. 73 The relatively few women of color in the legal profession are often both low in the hierarchy 74 and asked constantly to lend their efforts to hundreds of projects that have suddenly become self-conscious about the whiteness and maleness of their committees. The composition of the judiciaries that in turn empower task forces reflect this pattern. Six women described as "minorities" currently sit on the highest courts of their jurisdictions.
75
Few women of color are senior members of law firms, United States Attorneys, chiefs of public defender offices, leaders of public interest law projects, 76 or holders of chairs on law school faculties. The fact that women of color are not sufficiently represented in the ranks of the powerful does not, of course, document their absence from the subject matter of the work-or the absence of effects of gender and race on justice. But their absence from positions of power explains to some extent the evolution of an agenda that has not attended to the discrete issues of women of color and has assumed the racelessness of white women.
But why do white women with some power not insist on the inclusion of women of color as a central part of the project? (Note here that I frame the question not in terms of all members of task forces, which in fact include and HeinOnline --45 Stan. L. Rev. 1541 Rev. 1992 Rev. -1993 are often chaired by men, 77 but rather ask it of white women, whom I perceive as specially-obligated and situated to understand the importance of distinctions among women.) Just as in the academic literature, so as in life: The response is sometimes a confession of error, sometimes a retreat to particularity, sometimes an explanation that resources do not permit more, and sometimes a rejection, based on the view that "women" remains the relevant category.
But there is something else that is true in life, and may well be true, but unsaid, in the literature. If and when white women attempt to lend their hands to the work of exploring the intersections of race and gender, they (or more accurately, "I" here: white and a member of a task force and not sure whether I speak for others) risk wanting to "yell" at all men, including those who are members of minority communities. But I fear that any criticisms will be used oppressively by the majority male community. To be blunt, given the controversy about Anita Hill's decision to complain about the behavior of a black man, 78 white women are (and should be) reticent to give voice to such complaints. And should also be reticent about not giving voice to such complaints. "Skipping" race, blurring race, or leaving race to another task force are ways to avoid the discomfort, albeit not the issues. The impulse is to escape into a "we."
Here is the core, as I experience the "essentialism" question in my life as scholar, law professor, and task force member. I, a white woman, (appropriately) fear that my actions and voice will volitionally or inadvertently continue to oppress those who are not white. I, a white woman, also believe in the relevance of my womanhood and of the experiences that make me feel kinship across racial, ethnic and other lines more readily with women than with men. I, a white woman, believe I have an obligation not to speak for all women at all times and moreover have an obligation to identify distinctions among women. I, a white woman, also want to insist on the continued relevance of the category "woman" for certain times and places, and in particular, for the structure of the law. 79 I, a white woman, keenly aware of the limits of my own experience, feel an obligation to seek the participation of nonwhite women in the academic and worldly work I do, and I, a white woman, feel self-conscious about the burdens my needs for conversation may impose on women of color.
I, a white woman, also see that frame-"I, a white woman"-as too nar- Ct. 753, 759-62 (1993). row, too fixed, too acontextual. I see many aspects of personhood, both within myself and others, and believe there are dynamic relationships among class, race, gender, religion, sexual orientation, and age such that the saliency of these characteristics is not stable but varies in context. s° I, a white law professor, have many times heard and told of the United States' legal structure as centrally about the domination of whites over blacks. I, a woman raised on the East Coast, see the impulse to frame the story of race as about black and white relations and specifically as about how African-Americans relate to whites. I, living in Los Angeles, see the inadequacies of that paradigm in a setting of multi-racial/ethnic conversations, in which whites are a numerical minority. 8 1 I, a task force member and law review writer, rebel at phrases such as "women and minorities" and know the need for other language-and know that it is not repeating the "laundry list" of "the groups" that forms a response suffcient to this problem. I say all of this in the voice of extreme particularity-I, I, I-but I suspect that my feelings may be shared by others. And so I return to the two pulls-the fundamental critique of law and the impulse to believe (let alone to tell) the cheerful story. The low visibility of women of color in the task force reports on both gender and race is yet another example of the accuracy of the critique. The more one looks, the thicker become the data of exclusion, oppression, and silence, all the while under the invocation of the universal "we." But in theory, the cheerful story tells me that I too will have occasion to speak, to participate in the dialogue, 8 3 to shape the polity's norms, and thus it gives me a wedge, a claim about the authority to speak and about the possibility of change. 8 4 With that story, I can focus on the very existence of feminism within law schools, on the fact of task forces at all, and on the conversations that have begun to move us away from the "shell game of identity politics.
8 5 It is thus not surprising that, for me and many others with the power to tell it, it is hard to leave the cheerful constitutional story behind. Tribes, States, and the Federal Courts, supra note 7, I developed this point in the context of analysis of the relationships among Indian tribes (which are themselves constructs of United States' law), the federal government, and the states. Determining the meaning of "membership" in the Santa Clara Pueblo depended on who was asking that question, and for what purpose. See also Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49 (1978) .
In Dependent Sovereigns Indian
81. Whether the meaning and deployment of the term "minority" will be stable over time is questionable; its current usage connotes not only small numbers but also relatively little power.
82 (California, 1990) * This Appendix provides a list, by jurisdiction, of the reports reviewed for this essay. The National Center for the State Courts provides updated information on the work of gender, race, and ethnic bias task forces.
